Two Dances Hero Sergeant Here Attract 800 Carnival Soon

By Berdie Schwartz

The first fruits of this term's crop of fall functions will be the Thursday night dances at 7:30 p.m. in the Main Gym. The annual attraction of the Carnival Week will be the selection of eight finalists who will vie for titles of Carnival Queen.

The judges in the contest for Central Queen will be Professors:  Haskell M. S., Rabbi, Max Feldman;  Taitel (I.E.C.); and Wood (Plysh). Tickets are on sale now in the Cafeteria. Booth, House Plan, Morrison R. Cohen table in the cafeteria, and in representatives over the campus. The tickets are 50 cents subscription and 75 cents at the door.

Halloween Dances

CSA students were given the right to make their own last dance steps at two socials last week. The Student Council Social Functions Committee had a Halloween Dance last Tuesday night in Drill Hall, while Alpha Phi Omega and the Allagarooters had another dance the following evening in the Main Gym.

At both functions, the students were entertained by the music of Jerry Satter and his band. Over 200 people danced in Drill Hall under colorful Halloween decorations. "This is just the beginning," said Leonard L. Mosterman, Social Functions Chairman. "We're gratified at the results and look at the future with optimism. The Dance was the launching of a very successful and expanding program of social fun."

Charity Funds

The Halloween Bal-Masque of APO and the Allagarooters was also a great success. Four lucky people came away with prizes purchased at the benefit with portions of cigarettes. APO risked the terminated operation of any of its order in order to raise funds for this charity. This is a continuation of APO's service to the students and the community.

The Social Functions Committee has cooperated with Phi Sigma and Square Dance for Nov. 1, a Variety Dance for Dec. 7, the Senior Dance for March 2, and Thieves Loot Gala for April 15 in the cafeteria.

All of these functions will be held in Drill Hall.

McAroy

Clifford T. McAroy, A.L.P. candidate for Pres. of the City Council and a speaker at a YPA meeting last week, said that Pres. Wright failed to act on the proposed charter of the College of Military Science & Tactics. McAroy stated, "Let every effort be exerted to save our government.

New Decisions Also Hit

University of California And Ohio St. University

By Hal Cherry

The cause of academic freedom had its ups and downs on many college campuses throughout the nation.

At Brooklyn College the charter of the Young Progressives of America was revoked on Monday, Oct. 22, for alleged communist ties by a vote of 10 to 1 in the Faculty-Student Committee on Student Affairs.

The action was taken under a ruling of the Faculty Council last April which gave FSCSA the power to revoke the charter of any student organization which is, or is associated with, communist,  communist-related, or any way subversive.

One of the four students on FSCSA agreed that YPA was communist-related and voted for the action, but disagreed with the ruling of the Faculty Council which gave the power of charter revocation to FSCSA.

Some of the criteria used by FSCSA in judging the terminal point of an organization are: the extent to which members of the organization are known or prove Communist Party members; the extent to which members exhibit party discipline as shown by adherence to the party line; the extent to which members maintain the organization as a Communist or Revolutionary group; the extent to which publications of the organization are disseminated as Communist or Revolutionary literature; and the extent to which the organization's activities are directed toward the overthrow of the United States Government.

At Ohio State University the faculty is up in arms over a decision of the Faculty Council which a final exam copy. Some time between Friday night and Saturday morning, workers found that a final exam copy, was given to Professor Halper. He then sent the exam to Sergeant Redgate, a former Ranger and now assigned to Camp Kilmer, N. J., a winner of the Silver Star and Purple Heart.

At Ohio State the University, has declared that "we will permit no one to speak who is known to be disloyal or immoral actions, actions conduct is "irresponsible.""

"Irresponsible" conduct was described by the trustees as any way subversive, or immoral actions, actions conduct is "irresponsible.""

Professor William E. Knickerbocker's Spanish and French texts have been removed from the UBB. Neither the trustees nor the faculty are satisfied with the decision of the trustees to have Dr. Harold O. Rugg, professor of Spanish and French, oust Professor W. E. Knickerbocker. Professor Rugg is chairman of the French Department of the College.

On the following evening in the Main Gym, 400 people danced in Drill Hall to the music of Jerry Saltier and his band. Over 100 people also attended the party in the balcony.

At the University of California at Los Angeles, Student Government has revoked on Monday, Oct. 22, for alleged importunity of trying out the program of social functions in the College. The Halloween Bal-Masque of APO and the Allagarooters was a very successful and exciting function.

At Columbia University a policy statement issued last week in the Student Faculty Association's "For Academic Reasons Only" will no longer be used at the College, the Department of Languages decided last week.

When interviewed by O.P. Prof. John M. Keen, chairman of the University Language Dept., stated that the elimination of the statement has been completed under the department's policy of bringing the course "up to date."

"Irresponsible" conduct was described by the trustees as any way subversive, or immoral actions, actions conduct is "irresponsible.""
NSA

Every year after the annual NSA Congress, somebody suggests that CCNY disaffiliate with the National Student Association.

The annual proposal to drop out of NSA has its roots in a genuine annoyance over NSA's ineffectiveness on the campus level. It is the wrong solution to a thorny student problem. Dissatisfaction with an organization's weaknesses can only be solved by working within the organization and improving it, not by withdrawing from it.

The National Student Association was formed by a group of American students who attended the first World Youth and Student Festival in Budapest. Impressed with the works of the International Union of Students and the various national student unions, they saw the benefits to be derived through a similar organization of United States students — through international student cooperation and exchange. They returned to the New York City College.

Today NSA is the official face and voice of American students to the people of the world. Unfortunately, the present NSA is a far cry from the original dream of those twenty-five students who returned from Budapest. Few students take part in NSA's activities, know of its workings or benefits directly from its existence. NSA leadership is fond of blaming this isolation on student apathy. But if students are apathetic it is because NSA is not yet an integral part of the students' lives.

NSA is the only organization potentially capable of uniting and serving U.S. students. That potential can be realized if NSA follows up its lofty resolutions with concrete work on campus problems and adequate public relations.

Only if we students make NSA the organization that fights for student needs will NSA be able to earn its place as the leader of U.S. students.

Help! Murder!

There are a group of murderers working unchecked on the campuses of this country. They are the narrow-minded men who are killing academic freedom. At Brooklyn College four murders have taken place. At Ohio State University and the University of California, Los Angeles, the murder is going on en masse. (For facts in these cases see story on page 1.)

Freedom can exist only when we can freely examine life. When there are censors to tell men how far they may go in investigating life, then freedom—all freedom—ends.
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Be Happy-GO-LUCKY!

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER!

It takes fine tobacco to give you a better-tasting cigarette. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. But it takes something else, too—superior workmanship.

You get fine, light, mild tobacco in the better-made cigarette. That's why Luckies taste better. So, Be Happy—Go Lucky! Get a carton today!

Sudsers bounced back for two quick tallies and a 2-2 victory in the final ten minutes. Booting his way out of the limelight as he sparked the Lavender attack in this game with two goals was left half Tommy Holm. Holm's second goal, a sensational head shot on a pass from Gus Naclerio, knocked the game and Simri's goal 2:18 later, provided the cruncher. Coach Rothschild's charges made it five in a row with a 4-2 triumph over the Kean Point Maroons as they exploded for three scores within eight minutes of the third period at Tomb Memorial Field last Wednesday. Simri, the Israeli transfer student, Naclerio, Koutsantanou and Ed Trunk shared the scoring honors.

Blanked in the Beaver scoring department are Simri and Koutsantanou with six tallies. Holm has accounted for three, with Trunk and Dauphars sharing the load from two goals for each. Having completed half of their nine game schedule the Beavers must still face Pratt Institute, Brooklyn College and Rutger's. The game against Brooklyn felt much like a titanic struggle of two un­defeated, equal teams with the result resting on the little hanging in the balance.
By Joe Marcus

An understated Beaver Cross-Country team was listed fourth in the hands of the NYU Violets yesterday, for the score of 18-41. The race was held at Van Cortlandt Park. This is the first defeat that the Lavender has incurred this season.

The Beavers were hampered by injuries to Gene Rocks and Joe Grevioux, the number two and three men on the team. Also missing from yesterday's lineup was Wenz. Gordon McKenzie of the Violets breasted the tape at 27.65 to lead the pack, followed closely by team mates Ted Fay and Howie Jacobson who crossed the line at 27.74. Lou Rementaria, also of the Violets, came in fourth at 28.18.

Lou Cascino was the first Beaver to cross the line, at 28.31, and it marked the third consecutive race that Lou has paced the Lavender. Vincent Chiappetta, one of these men performed well in '50-'51 varsity.

The Beavers were led by Norman Iskowitz, who was taken by Joseph Marcel and Don Rosenberg of the Beavers, with times of 29.23 and 30.43, respectively.

Ray Lopez of the Violets took fourth place with a time of 30.54. Herb Jeremiah of the Lavender, created the tape at 30.90 to round out the first ten positions.

At the three mile mark it was obvious that the Violets were going to win the meet. Howard Jacobson, Gordon McKenzie and Theodore For all hit the tape at 16:30 to give the Violets the first, second, and third positions. Louis Rementaria and Lou Cascino both clicked in at 16:51 to tie for fourth position. Vincent Chiappetta finished sixth. The last three positions of the top ten were occupied by Joe Marcel, Donald Rosenberg, and Herb Jeremiah, all of the Lavender.

The real surprise came when Joe Marcel broke thirty minutes. It was the first time that Joe has broken thirty minutes as a Beaver.

Donald Rosenberg ran another fine race. Donald has been showing a great deal of improvement at each race passes. Tom O'Brien has also been steadily improving. Commenting after the race Coach Harold Aron Bruce stated that the Cross-Country team will be able to make a good showing against Fordham this Saturday.

He also expressed hope that both Gene Rocks and Joe Grevioux would be able to run against Fordham.

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

No. 25

THE SEA HORSE

This little gee-gee was all at sea. It was enough to upset his equine-ity. He'd been reading about those rush-rush cigarette tests—the quick sniff, the fast puff. "Hardly the scientific approach," he said in his confusion.

But then he realized that one test is an equine form of the more universal khaki: fatigues. Sy Levitch, another holderover from last year's team, has given up basketball in order to devote more time to his studies. Vinnie Zoda, placed on probation at the start of the term, has left school so that he may support his ailing father.

These are the only definite losses, but there are indications that more will come. Herb Holstrom, has received his draft notice but has made an appeal to the Board. As of now, no definite decision has been reached. The loss of the driving Holstrom would leave the team with a hard to fill gap.

There is also the possibility that three athletes who played soccer this year will be lost to the team for the remainder of the season.